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Profit squeeze but companies ride out storm
Corporate Profit Season
 There are three days left in the profit-reporting season. CommSec has assessed the results of 114
companies from the ASX 200 index that have reported full-year results to June 2012 and 31 ASX 200
companies that have reported half year (HY) results (results for the six months to June). (Results are up to
and including August 28).
 Not surprisingly, company profits are lower than a year ago, but profits are still being made.
 More companies lifted dividends than those that cut or maintained dividends in the past year.

Not the profit season from hell


It was being billed as a horror. In the end there were a few scares but the profit reporting season failed to live up
to some of the doom and gloom predictions. Perhaps that is because companies under promised and over
delivered. Perhaps it reflects the depressive sentiment of the environment that isn’t lining up against the reality.



But overall companies are still reporting profits, although they are understandably lower than a year ago.



Now for most people, eyes glaze over at the mere mention of the profit reporting season. In part this reflects how
companies report their results. Most accounts extend to at least 40 pages with the first 35 pages taken up by
details of the shareholdings of the Board of Directors, photos or detailed accounting notes. The actual results of
note take a few pages, and even then they are not in an easily digestible form for investors.



Then there are the analyses by analysts and media that similarly do their best to make the half yearly or annual
reports as uninteresting or unintelligible for investors. Simply, investors want to know whether their companies
have made good use of their funds and what their plans are for the future. And this tends to get lost in the
accounting detail and marketing spin.

What do the figures show and what does it all mean?


So how did companies fare? CommSec have assessed the results of 114 of the ASX 200 companies that
reported profits for the year to June. In aggregate, profits totalled $42.2 billion, down 22.9 per cent on a year
earlier. But importantly 98 of the companies (86 per cent) made money over the period.



If the heavyweights – BHP Billiton and CBA – are taken out of the figures, then aggregate profits were down 20.2
per cent on a year ago. So in broad terms, profits fell around 20 per cent over the year.



When you consider all that was thrown at listed companies over the year, it was a resilient profits performance,
reflecting the resilience of the economy. Consider the challenges: conservative consumers; falling home prices;
weak non-engineering construction; uncertainty about new taxes; a strong Aussie dollar; a new European debt
crisis; a slowdown of the Chinese economy; and slow progress of the US economy.



The profit results accorded well with the anecdotal evidence. That is, companies said that they were still making
money, but they had to work harder to get it.



When you go through the figures in more detail, this statement is even clearer. Over the year to June, the 114
companies chalked up aggregate sales of $543 billion, up 2.3 per cent on a year ago and therefore only broadly
keeping up with inflation.



Even if BHP Billiton and CBA are taken out of the calculations, sales were up just 2.6 per cent,
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While sales were hard to make, it was even harder to keep costs down. And this was abundantly clear looking
across mining or mining services companies.



In aggregate, the cost of sales or expenses of the 114 listed companies totalled $438.7 billion, up 7.1 per cent on
a year ago (excluding BHP Billiton and CBA, up 6.1 per cent).



So it is clear that the downturn in profits came through a combination of sluggish sales and rising costs. The key
challenge in the current year will not just be to control costs but to lift sales and therefore tackle the profit squeeze
from both sides.



Earnings per share of the 114 listed companies fell by 14.6 per cent over the year to June (excluding BHP Billiton
and CBA, down 15.0 per cent).



Interestingly, despite weaker profits, companies still managed to lift dividends over the year by around 7.5 per
cent. The lift in dividends reflects the fact that companies still made money over 2011/12 and cash reserves were
healthy. It was also an acknowledgment by companies that capital returns (growth of share prices) were
inadequate for investors, necessitating higher dividend payments.



Overall 59 companies increased dividends, 21 cut payments, and 16 maintained dividends.



And while cash holdings fell by 17.0 per cent in 2011/12 in line with profits, the aggregate holdings of $51.3
billion, still amounted to more than a year of aggregate profits.

Half-year results


CommSec assessed the results of 31 of the ASX 200 companies that reported profits for the six months to June.
And despite the different reporting periods, there were similar results to the 114 companies reporting profits for
the year to June.



In aggregate, profits fell by 14.9 per cent on a year ago to $11 billion but 24 of the 31 companies made a profit for
the period. Similarly, profits were squeezed. Aggregate sales fell by 1.6 per cent to $71 billion while the cost of
sales or expenses was up by 4.6 per cent to $49 billion.



Earnings per share fell by 12.0 per cent while dividends and cash holdings also fell. Interim dividends were down
in aggregate by 9.2 per cent. But 13 companies lifted dividends while only 5 cut payments. And cash holdings fell
by 4.8 per cent to $22.9 billion, but the cash was double the size of the reduced level of profits.

Outlook


As countries are finding out in Europe, the focus can’t just be on cutting costs, but efforts must also be made to
boost revenues at the same time. Australian companies can’t lose sight of the fundamental fact that both higher
revenues and lower costs are essential to lift profits.



In general, productivity is a key theme across Australian companies. At the same time, mining companies are
moving ahead with new mines and mine expansions while shelving products that don’t stand up to financial
scrutiny. If commodity prices lift again with stronger Chinese demand, as we expect, then mines will again come
out of mothballs and talk of the end of the mining boom will fade. It will be the smart operators that reconfigure
mines or mine expansion with lower costs, expand output and secure higher market share.



Over the coming year we expect a brighter macroeconomic environment, boosting business and consumer
confidence and thus sales. But investors are likely to remain cautious in embracing shares in the short term given
the false starts in the past.



So while CommSec expects share prices to rise over 2012/13, the gains are likely to be concentrated in the
second half of the year. By end 2012, the ASX 200/ All Ordinaries indexes are seen at 4,400 points with 4,650
points expected by June 2013. Investors will continue to focus on total returns generated from shares, giving
equal weight to dividend payments by companies.



The distinction between the New Economy (online businesses and retailers) and Old Economy (traditional media,
department stores and traditional retailers) should become clearer over the coming year. While there is scope for
Old Economy firms to respond, only a few will be successful due to the failure of most to fully embrace structural
change.
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